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The Economics of International Migration
2016-01-07

the economics of international migration is a collection of the fundamental articles written by giovanni peri on
the economic determinants and consequences of international migration these papers have provided the
theoretical framework and empirical analysis for a rethinking of the economics of migration going beyond the
canonical model of labor demand and supply used until the 1990s beginning with a simple model that
recognizes the differences between immigrants and natives as workers the articles develop the analysis of
complementarity specialization and productivity effect of immigrants in developed economies the book then
presents a series of papers analyzing and testing the economic motivation for international migration finally the
focus is shifted to the effect of immigration policies and their consequences on immigration and the economy

The Economics of Immigration
2020-11-27

this book in its second edition introduces readers to the economics of immigration which is a booming field
within economics the main themes and objectives of the book are for readers to understand the decision to
migrate the impacts of immigration on markets and government budgets and the consequences of immigration
policies in a global context our goal is for readers to be able to make informed economic arguments about key
issues related to immigration around the world this book applies economic tools to the topic of immigration to
answer questions like whether immigration raises or lowers the standard of living of people in a country the
book examines many other consequences of immigration as well such as the effect on tax revenues and
government expenditures the effect on how and what firms decide to produce and the effect on income
inequality to name just a few it also examines questions like what determines whether people choose to move
and where they decide to go it even examines how immigration affects the ethnic diversity of restaurants and
financial markets readers will learn how to apply economic tools to the topic of immigration immigration is
frequently in the news as more people move around the world to work to study and to join family members the
economics of immigration has important policy implications immigration policy is controversial in many
countries this book explains why this is so and equips the reader to understand and contribute to policy debates
on this important topic

Immigration Economics
2014-06-09

millions of people nearly 3 percent of the world s population no longer live in the country where they were born
every day migrants enter not only the united states but also developed countries without much of a history of
immigration some of these nations have switched in a short span of time from being the source of immigrants to
being a destination for them international migration is today a central subject of research in modern labor
economics which seeks to put into perspective and explain this historic demographic transformation
immigration economics synthesizes the theories models and econometric methods used to identify the causes
and consequences of international labor flows economist george borjas lays out with clarity and rigor a full
spectrum of topics including migrant worker selection and assimilation the impact of immigration on labor
markets and worker wages and the economic benefits and losses that result from immigration two important
themes emerge first immigration has distributional consequences some people gain but some people lose
second immigrants are rational economic agents who attempt to do the best they can with the resources they
have and the same holds true for native workers of the countries that receive migrants this straightforward
behavioral proposition borjas argues has crucial implications for how economists and policymakers should frame
contemporary debates over immigration

The Economic and Fiscal Consequences of Immigration
2017-07-13
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the economic and fiscal consequences of immigration finds that the long term impact of immigration on the
wages and employment of native born workers overall is very small and that any negative impacts are most
likely to be found for prior immigrants or native born high school dropouts first generation immigrants are more
costly to governments than are the native born but the second generation are among the strongest fiscal and
economic contributors in the u s this report concludes that immigration has an overall positive impact on long
run economic growth in the u s more than 40 million people living in the united states were born in other
countries and almost an equal number have at least one foreign born parent together the first generation
foreign born and second generation children of the foreign born comprise almost one in four americans it comes
as little surprise then that many u s residents view immigration as a major policy issue facing the nation not
only does immigration affect the environment in which everyone lives learns and works but it also interacts with
nearly every policy area of concern from jobs and the economy education and health care to federal state and
local government budgets the changing patterns of immigration and the evolving consequences for american
society institutions and the economy continue to fuel public policy debate that plays out at the national state
and local levels the economic and fiscal consequences of immigration assesses the impact of dynamic
immigration processes on economic and fiscal outcomes for the united states a major destination of world
population movements this report will be a fundamental resource for policy makers and law makers at the
federal state and local levels but extends to the general public nongovernmental organizations the business
community educational institutions and the research community

The Economics of Immigration and Social Diversity
2006-01-05

part of the research in labor economics series this volume is a collection of papers dedicated to the memory of
the late tikva lecker professor lecker s many interests included topics in labor economics women and the
economy the economics of judaism the economics of migration and the economic experience of immigrants and
their descendants

The Economics of Immigration
2013-05-17

the economics of immigration is written as a both a reference for researchers and as a textbook on the
economics of immigration it is aimed at two audiences 1 researchers who are interested in learning more about
how economists approach the study of human migration flows and 2 graduate students taking a course on
migration or a labor economics course where immigration is one of the subfields studied the book covers the
economic theory of immigration which explains why people move across borders and details the consequences
of such movements for the source and destination economies the book also describes immigration policy
providing both a history of immigration policy in a variety of countries and using the economic theory of
immigration to explain the determinants and consequences of the policies the timing of this book coincides with
the emergence of immigration as a major political and economic issue in the usa japan europe and many
developing countries

Foundations of Migration Economics
2019-02-07

this book presents a series of research articles written over the past four decades by leading economists george
j borjas and barry r chiswick borjas and chiswick are leading experts on the adjustment of immigrants in their
destination country and their impact on the economy although they worked separately throughout their careers
and did not always agree their intellectual interaction has greatly increased understanding of the economic
consequences of international migration and immigration policy across developed immigrant receiving countries
this volume brings together their contributions for the first time to demonstrate how public policy issues on
immigration have evolved over time an in depth analysis of the key issues relating to international migration
foundations of migration economics explores the assimilation of immigrants focusing on the earning changes of
immigrants with a longer duration in the host economy how immigrant networks and ethnic enclaves influence
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the labor market and linguistic adjustment of immigrants determinants of language proficiency and to what
extent pre migration skills are effectively employed by the destination and the effect of immigration on the
earnings of earlier waves of immigrants and native born workers

The New Americans
1997-11-14

this book sheds light on one of the most controversial issues of the decade it identifies the economic gains and
losses from immigrationâ for the nation states and local areasâ and provides a foundation for public discussion
and policymaking three key questions are explored what is the influence of immigration on the overall economy
especially national and regional labor markets what are the overall effects of immigration on federal state and
local government budgets what effects will immigration have on the future size and makeup of the nation s
population over the next 50 years the new americans examines what immigrants gain by coming to the united
states and what they contribute to the country the skills of immigrants and those of native born americans the
experiences of immigrant women and other groups and much more it offers examples of how to measure the
impact of immigration on government revenues and expendituresâ estimating one year s fiscal impact in
california new jersey and the united states and projecting the long run fiscal effects on government revenues
and expenditures also included is background information on immigration policies and practices and data on
where immigrants come from what they do in america and how they will change the nation s social fabric in the
decades to come

The Economic Consequences of Immigration
1999

argues convincingly that immigration continues to benefit u s natives as well as most developed countries

Immigration and the Work Force
2007-12-01

since the 1970s the striking increase in immigration to the united states has been accompanied by a marked
change in the composition of the immigrant community with a much higher percentage of foreign born workers
coming from latin america and asia and a dramatically lower percentage from europe this timely study is unique
in presenting new data sets on the labor force wage rates and demographic conditions of both the u s and
source area economies through the 1980s the contributors analyze the economic effects of immigration on the
united states and selected source areas with a focus on puerto rico and el salvador they examine the education
and job performance of foreign born workers assimilation fertility and wage rates and the impact of remittances
by immigrants to family members on the overall gross domestic product of source areas a revealing and original
examination of a topic of growing importance this book will stand as a guide for further research on immigration
and on the economies of developing countries

Understanding the Economics of Immigration
1995

the economics of immigration summarizes the best social science studying the actual impact of immigration
which is found to be at odds with popular fears greater flows of immigration have the potential to substantially
increase world income and reduce extreme poverty existing evidence indicates that immigration slightly
enhances the wealth of natives born in destination countries while doing little to harm the job prospects or
reduce the wages of most of the native born population similarly although a matter of debate most credible
scholarly estimates of the net fiscal impact of current migration find only small positive or negative impacts
importantly current generations of immigrants do not appear to be assimilating more slowly than prior waves
although the range of debate on the consequences of immigration is much narrower in scholarly circles than in
the general public that does not mean that all social scientists agree on what a desirable immigration policy
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embodies the second half of this book contains three chapters each by a social scientist who is knowledgeable
of the scholarship summarized in the first half of the book which argue for very different policy immigration
policies one proposes to significantly cut current levels of immigration another suggests an auction market for
immigration permits the third proposes open borders the final chapter surveys the policy opinions of other
immigration experts and explores the factors that lead reasonable social scientists to disagree on matters of
immigration policy

The Economics of Immigration
2015-08-24

first published in 1998 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

The Economic and Fiscal Consequences of Immigration
2016

this volume discusses some economic aspects of immigration with special refer ence to the case of germany
immigration has become a major issue in germany germany still does not have an official immigration policy in
spite of the fact that more than 8 percent of the residents are non citizens and that germany s immigration
figures almost have reached the us figures the foreign iabor supply strongly influences the german iabor market
the bulk of foreign workers is employed in certain industries in some industries mining steel 20 and more
percent of the employees are foreign workers most foreign workers are blue collar workers with low wages the
iabor demand for immigrants has declined in the last 15 years while the foreign population and iabor supply has
increased as a consequence foreigners experience higher unemployment rates than germans the fall of the
berlin wall and the collapse of the communist regimes in east europe further increased the blue collar iabor
supply and strengthened the competition for foreign workers on the german iabor market

Immigration and Its Contribution to Our Economic Strength
2013

immigration has become highly significant to the uk economy immigrants comprise 12 per cent of the total
workforce the committee found no evidence for the argument made by the government business and others
that net immigration generates significant economic benefits for the existing uk population the committee
criticises use of gdp as a criterion for assessing the economic impacts of immigration on the uk the total size of
an economy is not an index of prosperity the focus of analysis should be on the effects of immigration on
income per head of the resident population and theory and the available empirical evidence indicate that these
effects are small the economic impacts of immigration depend critically on the skills of immigrants the
committee does not support the general claims that net immigration is indispensable to fill labour and skills
shortages and also questions the government s claim that immigration has generated fiscal benefits rising
population density has potentially important economic consequences for the resident population including
impacts on housing as well as wider welfare effects especially where immigrants are most concentrated
immigration does exert a significant impact on the housing market in particular areas data on immigration and
immigrants in the uk and those leaving the country are inadequate the committee recommends the government
should improve radically the immigration statistics review immigration polices and explain the reasons and
objectives better enforce the minimum wage clarify the objectives and implications of the new points based
immigration system monitor immigration by publishing regular reports on the numbers and characteristics of
immigrants further consider which channels of immigration should lead to settlement and citizenship review the
implications of its projection of net immigration of 190 000 a year

Economics of Migration
2013-07-04

the united states is now admitting nearly one million legal immigrants per year while the flow of illegal aliens
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into the country continues to increase steadily the debate over immigration policy has typically focused on three
fundamental questions how do immigrants perform economically relative to others what effects do immigrants
have on the employment opportunities of other workers what kind of immigration policy is most beneficial to the
host country this authoritative volume represents a move beyond purely descriptive assessments of labor
market consequences toward a more fully developed analysis of economic impacts across the social spectrum
exploring the broader repercussions of immigration on education welfare social security and crime as well as the
labor market these papers assess dimensions not yet taken into account by traditional cost benefit calculations
this collection offers new insights into the kinds of economic opportunities and outcomes that immigrant
populations might expect for themselves and future generations

The Economic Consequences of Immigration to Germany
2013-12-20

presents findings which show the positive contribution that immigrants including family members and refugees
have made to the german economy includes a chapter on the economic social and political impact of turkish
migration covers the period from 1953 to 1992

The Economic Impact of Immigration
2008

poverty famines wars and ethnic conflicts lead to large movements of refugees the papers in this book provide
an analysis of the economics of immigration junankar discusses why people migrate the likely destinations for
migrants and their employment in the destination countries he studies the benefits to the migrant families in
terms of higher wages and living standards and also studies how immigrants fare in the australian labour
markets in terms of finding good jobs and whether there is discrimination against them economics of
immigration analyses the macroeconomic impacts of immigration on the australian economy and discusses why
some groups favour immigration while other groups are against it junankar argues immigration has been
beneficial for employment and growth not only adding to labour supply but also to labour demand hence leading
to favourable outcomes this collection of essays shows how immigration has helped the economic development
of australia while also highlighting that the historical reasons for immigration lie in the colonisation of many
countries in asia and africa

Issues in the Economics of Immigration
2000-03-15

since 1995 immigration has been adding more people to the population of hong kong than natural increase
each year is there any adverse economic impact of immigration on hong kong the authors examine the effect of
immigration on wages and employment in the local labour market

Immigration as an Economic Asset
1994

how immigrants contribute to south africa s economy is the result of a project carried out by the oecd
development centre and the international labour organization with support from the european union

Economics of Immigration
2016-04-08

one of the country s leading immigration economists presents a comprehensible and controversial account of
the economic impact of recent immigration on america 23 tables 40 line illustrations
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Economic and Demographic Consequences of Immigration
1987

it amounts to a truism to say that amongst the great problems left by the second great war very few called for
national and international planning so urgently as the problem of human migrations during and after the
conflicts a mass displacement of population was brought to be ar heavilyon the demographie situation of
western europe on the other hand in the turmoil of the aftermath some western countries came to lose one by
one their afriean and asiatic colonies and were in consequence deprived of an outlet for their surplus population
the economic implications of the problem were tremendous where to find a remedy to such a tragie situation i
would not venture to say that large scale migrations are like ly to bring about all by themselves a harmonious
distribution of population it must be recognized nevertheless that economists and geographers alike are ready
to admit that this problem and the problem of economic pressure whieh derives therefrom cannot be
satisfactorily settled unless a weil devised policy of regulation is set up in order to bring all manpower available
doser to the natural resources of wealth it follows that in the present days the migration policy of any given
country has to be considered in the light of international co operation this planetary vision of all great human
problems is a welcome sign of our times

Immigration and the Economy of Hong Kong
1998

includes statistics

How Immigrants Contribute to Costa Rica's Economy
2018-07-30

this edited collection includes but is not limited to contributions in the form of chapters from the participants of
the workshop on the macroeconomics of migration at the university of sheffield in june 2018 migration is one of
the most debated issues currently and is a pervasive feature of our economies while extensive academic work
has looked at the microeconomic aspects of migration an open question is to better understand the links
between migration and macroeconomic aggregates such as per capita gdp this book explores this overarching
question which has hit the key political and social debates all over europe countries that are traditionally viewed
as hosting economies for immigrants such as for instance the uk and germany are concerned by immigration
while sending countries such as southern and eastern european countries are concerned by emigration the
contributions in this edited collection analyse empirically and theoretically the challenges international
economic migration generates both in sending and receiving countries thus offering a comprehensive approach
to the question asked above the book looks at several important issues in the current debates related to the
labour market effects of migration for natives the bi directional relation between taxation and migration
migration and the informal economy migration and business cycle dynamics and brain waste this edited
collection will be of interest to academics practitioners and policy makers who wish to take a closer look at the
macroeconomic effects of migration and learn more about the current challenges posed by immigration in some
countries and emigration in others

Heaven's Door
2001-04-15

this volume which brings together research by leading economists and labor market specialists examines the
role immigrants play in the u s workforce how they fare in good and bad economic times and the effects they
have on native born workers and the labor sectors in which they are engaged the book traces the powerful
economic forces at play in today s globalized world and includes policy prescriptions for making the american
immigration system more responsive to labor market needs chapters examine employment outcomes for low
skilled middle skilled and high skilled workers assess the economic effects of illegal immigration trace
immigrants trajectories in the construction health care hospitality and information technology sectors and detail
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the impact of immigration in recession and economic expansion immigrants in a changing labor market is the
product of the migration policy institute s mpi labor markets initiative which provides a comprehensive policy
focused review of the role of immigration in the labor market the initiative produces detailed policy
recommendations on how the united states should rethink its immigration policy in the light of what is known
about the economic impact of immigration bearing in mind the current context of the economic crisis growing
income inequality concerns about the effect of globalization on u s competitiveness the competition for highly
skilled migrants and demographic and technological change contributors include jeanne batalova mpi michael
fix mpi gordon h hanson university of california san diego harry j holzer georgetown public policy institute pia m
orrenius federal reserve bank of dallas demetrios g papademetriou mpi giovanni peri university of california
davis madeleine sumption mpi and madeline zavodny institute for the study of labor iza

The Economic Impact of Immigration
2008

this is an extremely impressive volume which guides readers into thinking about migration in new ways in its
various chapters international experts examine contemporary migration issues through a multitude of lenses
ranging from child labor human trafficking and jobs to the political economy of migration and refugees the result
is a fascinating assessment of the role of migration in driving population change in the modern age this will
surely serve as a reference volume for those interested in migration for years to come deborah cobb clark
melbourne institute of applied economic and social research australia

Economic Impacts of Immigration
2013-03-14

this handbook presents a collection of high quality authoritative scientific contributions on cross border
migration written by a carefully selected group of recognized migration experts from around the globe in recent
years cross border migration has become an important and intriguing issue from both a scientific and policy
perspective in the age of migration the volume of cross border movements of people continues to rise while the
nature of migration flows in terms of the determinants length of stay effects on the sending and host countries
and legal status of migrants is changing dramatically based on a detailed economic geographical analysis this
handbook studies the motives for cross border migration the socio economic implications for sending countries
and regions the locational choice determinants for cross border migrants and the manifold economic geographic
consequences for host countries and regions given the complexity of migration decisions and their local or
regional impacts a systematic typology of migrants motives legal status level of education gender age singles or
families etc is provided together with an assessment of push factors in the place of origin and pull factors at the
destination on the basis of a solid analytical framework and reliable empirical evidence it examines the impacts
of emigration for sending areas and of immigration for receiving areas and provides a comprehensive discussion
of the policy dimensions of cross border migration

Economic Aspects of International Migration
1994

the new americans nrc 1997 presents an analysis of the economic gains and losses from immigrationâ for the
nation states and local areasâ providing a scientific foundation for public discussion and policymaking this
companion book of systematic research presents nine original and synthesis papers with detailed data and
analysis that support and extend the work in the first book and point the way for future work the immigration
debate includes case studies of the fiscal effects of immigration in new jersey and california studies of the
impact of immigration on population redistribution and on crime in the united states and much more

Economics of Migration
1947
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this report examines the economics of illegal immigration and finds that the fiscal benefits of illegal immigration
offset its costs further the report finds that the flexibility provided by the illegal immigration system that
benefits the u s economy cannot be provided by the legal immigration system

Understanding Migration with Macroeconomics
2020-07-16

this volume compiles influential and diverse readings on the timely subject of immigration this collection
includes work published by leading economists as well as a number of important contributions made by
influential legal scholars with a focus on economic issues that are salient in debates over immigration policy
professor chang s introduction not only explains the contribution that each reading makes to our understanding
of immigration but also surveys the literature more broadly putting the selected readings in context

Immigrants in a Changing Labor Market
2013

an eye opening analysis of the costs and effects of immigration and immigration policy both on american life
and on new americans for decades immigration has been one of the most divisive contentious topics in
american politics and for decades urgent calls for its policy reform have gone mostly unanswered as the discord
surrounding the modern immigration debate has intensified border enforcement has tightened crossing harsher
less porous borders makes unauthorized entry to the united states a permanent costly undertaking and the
challenges don t end on the other side at once enlightening and devastating the border within examines the
costs and ends of america s interior enforcement the policies and agencies including ice aimed at removing
immigrants already living in the country economist tara watson and journalist kalee thompson pair rigorous
analysis with deeply personal stories from immigrants and their families to assess immigration s effects on
every aspect of american life from the labor force to social welfare programs to tax revenue what emerges is a
critical utterly complete examination of what non native americans bring to the country including immigration s
tendency to elevate the wages and skills of those who are native born news coverage has prompted many to
question the humanity of american immigration policies the border within opens a conversation of whether it is
effective the united states spends billions each year on detention and deportation all without economic gain and
at a great human cost with depth and discipline the authors dissect the shock and awe policies that make up a
broken often cruel system while illuminating the lives caught in the chaos it is an essential work with far
reaching implications for immigrants and non immigrants alike

International Handbook on the Economics of Migration
2013

this paper highlights the distinctive features of the theoretical approach taken by scholars who analyzed the
impacts of the mass migration into the united states in the two decades preceding world war i broadly speaking
this literature was couched in terms of the aggregate production function productivity change in factor
proportions attention was focused on the close interrelatedness among the many diverse elements in the
economy a notable difference between the historical studies and the recent literature on the impacts of
immigration is the propensity of the current literature to concentrate only on the first round consequences it is
easy to show that these will be harmful to resident workers who face direct competition economic historians
writing about the earlier period of high immigration went beyond the first round effects taking a long run
perspective they identified many aspects of the mass immigration that were beneficial from the point of view of
the resident population

The Economic Geography of Cross-Border Migration
2020-12-07

immigration is shaking up electoral politics around the world anti immigration and ultranationalistic politics are
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rising in europe the united states and countries across asia and africa what is causing this nativist fervor are
immigrants the cause or merely a common scapegoat in blaming immigrants economist neeraj kaushal
investigates the rising anxiety in host countries and tests common complaints against immigration do
immigrants replace host country workers or create new jobs are they a net gain or a net drag on host countries
she finds that immigration on balance is beneficial to host countries it is neither the volume nor pace of
immigration but the willingness of nations to accept absorb and manage new flows of immigration that is fueling
this disaffection kaushal delves into the demographics of immigrants worldwide the economic tides that carry
them and the policies that shape where they make their new homes she demystifies common misconceptions
about immigration showing that today s global mobility is historically typical that most immigration occurs
through legal frameworks that the u s system far from being broken works quite well most of the time and its
features are replicated by many countries and that proposed anti immigrant measures are likely to cause
suffering without deterring potential migrants featuring accessible and in depth analysis of the economics of
immigration in worldwide perspective blaming immigrants is an informative and timely introduction to a critical
global issue

The Immigration Debate
1998-04-30

borjas economics u of california santa barbara provides a pinched crabby misanthropic and xenophobic account
of immigration that will likely please political conservatives social troglodytes and greedy entrepreneurs
basically he bemoans the low quality of recent immigrant labor and implicitly at least the low quality of the
immigrants themselves where did his family come from annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

The Economic Logic of Illegal Immigration
2007

Law and Economics of Immigration
2015

The Border Within
2022-01-17

Historical Perspectives on the Economic Consequences of
Immigration Into the United States
1997

Blaming Immigrants
2019-01-08

Economic and Social Impacts of Immigration
1991
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Friends Or Strangers
1990-04-09
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